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"With more than two

decades of experience as a

criminal lawyer, this

seasoned professional

currently holds the position

of Director of Litigation at

the esteemed international

law firm, WDA.”

Lic. Francisco Manuel Lazala

Puello

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Criminal lawyers play a vital role in

the legal system, whether defending defendants or seeking

justice on behalf of victims and society. However, the way

they are named varies significantly depending on the

language and culture in which they operate.

In English, two terms predominate: "criminal lawyer" and

"criminal attorney." Both express the same idea of a lawyer

specializing in criminal matters, although "attorney"

suggests a more formal legal authority and is primarily

used in the United States. These words have Latin and

French roots, reflecting the historical influence on the

development of the Anglo-Saxon legal system.

In French, the most common term is "avocat pénaliste," which combines "avocat," derived from

the Latin "advocātus," meaning "defender," with "pénaliste," related to punishment. This

combination highlights both the role of defending defendants and the punitive aspect of criminal

law.

In German, "Strafverteidiger" is used, denoting a "defender" specializing in "punishment,"

reflecting the structure and focus of the German legal system. This word suggests protection and

defense against the consequences of possible punishment. to say “criminal lawyers in the

Dominican Republic” would be Strafverteidiger Dominikanische Republik

In Italian, "avvocato penalista" follows a similar structure, combining "avvocato" with "penalista"

to indicate a lawyer expert in criminal matters. This designation emphasizes the lawyer's

specialization in the field of criminal law.

In Spanish, the most commonly used term is "abogado penalista," reflecting specialization in

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://wdalaw.com/strafverteidiger-dominikanische-republik


多米尼加共和国刑事律师

criminal law. This designation follows

the same structure as in French and

Italian, using "abogado" and "penalista"

to indicate the legal function and focus

on criminal law.

In addition to these main designations,

each country and region may have its

own variations and specific terms to

refer to criminal law attorneys. For

example, Dominican Criminal Lawyer

Francisco Manuel Lazala Puello tells us

that “in some Spanish-speaking

countries such as the Dominican

Republic, Mexico or Colombia the term

“criminal lawyer” or “criminal lawyer” is

used, while in Argentina or Chile terms

such as as “Defense attorney” or

“plaintiff attorney” describes different

roles within the court system. system.

In Chinese, the term for criminal lawyer is "刑事律师" (Xíngshì lǜshī), where "刑事" (Xíngshì) refers to

criminal matters and "律师" (lǜshī) means lawyer. This designation reflects specialization in the

field of criminal law within the Chinese context. to say “criminal lawyers in the Dominican

Republic” would be 多米尼加共和国刑事律师

In Japanese, "刑事弁護士" (Keiji bengoshi) is used, where "刑事" (Keiji) refers to criminal matters and

"弁護士" (bengoshi) refers to a lawyer. This terminology emphasizes the role of defending in

criminal cases within the Japanese legal system.

In Russian, the term for referring to criminal lawyers is "уголовный адвокат" (ugolovnyy

advokat), where "уголовный" (ugolovnyy) means criminal and "адвокат" (advokat) translates to

lawyer. This designation highlights the specialization in criminal matters within the Russian legal

system and the role of representing defendants or victims in criminal cases. to say “criminal

lawyers in the Dominican Republic” would be Уголовный Адвокат В Доминикане

I the names of criminal lawyers in different languages reflect both their legal function and the

cultural and legal context in which they operate. Although the terms may vary, they all share the

common goal of ensuring access to justice and protecting the rights of individuals involved in

criminal proceedings.

Francisco Manuel Lazala

wda international law firm
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